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On Tuesday 8 April 2018 in Colombia officially the three and a half years mandate of the Comisión de la Verdad (Commission for Clarifying the Truth) has started. This body has been nominated in November 2017 by the Comité de Escogencia (a United Nations appointed Committee) chaired by padre Francisco De Roux SJ.

The Truth Commission does not have any judicial power, but its functions include investigating practices to clarify offences, such as crimes perpetrated by all armed forces, not only guerrilla but also paramilitary organizations, and to try establishing the truth also with disappeared persons. During the next three and a half years the Commission is expected to write and publish a complete report that will explain to the country what has been the armed conflict in Colombia, and that will promote the recognition of victims and help building up a campaign of respect and tolerance.

The work does not start from zero: during the last months the Commission has adopted all measures to best interpret the functions within its mandate, creating spaces for listening institutional and different civil society voices. It has promoted 22 seminars all over the country, especially in the periphery; 48 meetings with Conflict Victim Associations, about a dozen of meetings with international and national institutions. Women and natives are the expression of the most interviewed categories. Among the files there are documents that have been handed over by the family of the liberal leader Jorge Eliécer Gaitán, who has been assassinated in 1948, and who’s murder can be considered the initial act of violence that has affected Colombia.

Padre De Roux’s and the Commission’s idea is to anticipate the delivery date of their work giving time to increase information and pedagogic activity in order to contribute creating structural conditions for the cohabitation between Colombians and to set the ground for non-repetition, whereas reconciliation and the construction of a stable and long-lasting peace will prevail.

Meanwhile, although with thousands of obstacles, the peace dialogue between the Colombian government and ELN continues; since Ecuador has suspended its availability, the peace talks will move from Quito to Havana, the capital of Cuba, where the peace dialogue with Farc had been hosted.
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